Firing order pontiac 400

Not sure what cam is right for you? Simply fill out this CAM form and submit it to us. Our engine
techs will review the information and give you a recommended cam for you application. Not
sure what convertor you need? Download our convertor recommendation sheet, then fill it out
and fax or email the sheet to us. We will call you back with our recommendation. Click HERE for
this instruction sheet. To use a shaker scoop from an Oldsmobile engine you will need to locate
another shaker from a pontiac application. See pictures to identify The bottom portion of the
shaker unit is metal and is riveted to the fiberglass shaker. The Olds and Pontiac fiberglass
portion of the unit is the same. The rivets will need to be drilled and the metal portion removed
to be attached to the corresponding application. Cooling has long been an issue in performance
enhanced gasoline combustion engines. We recommend engine temperatures not in excess of
degrees F. The cooling system in your pontiac engine is very simple consisting of only a pump,
thermostat, fan, and radiator. Failure of only one of the components in the cooling system will
result in excessive engine temperatures. Excessive engine temperature can damage an engine
in mere seconds. Since different metals expand at different rates with increased temperature
you can be sure that engine component clearances are altered, causing wear or premature
failure. The most harmful effect of high engine temperature is detonation. Detonation for even a
short period of time could damage your rod bearings or possibly even puncture the top of a
piston. When attempting to resolve an issue with the cooling system one might start with a
checklist covering these subjects:. Click Here for information. This picture shows the only area
that normally needs to be clearanced to put either a 4. Pontiac factory cast iron heads came
with different styles of sealing such as valve stem o-rings and positive locking valve stem seals.
We also machine cast iron heads to accept the same style as aftermarket heads which accept
the positive locking valve stem seals. Read more Some of the most common questions regard
cooling the Pontiac engines and water pumps. We have taken some time to show the difference
in the water pumps and help you with conversions as well. Begin by working a single cylinder at
a time. Turn the engine over by hand, or, have an assistant "bump" the engine over with its
starter. When the exhaust valve begins to open, STOP! Adjust the lash of the intake valve at this
time. Continue turning engine while paying attention to the intake valve. Adjust the exhaust
valve at this time. Lash adjustment is achieved by sliding the pushrod up and down between the
rocker arm and lifter while slowly tightening the rocker arm adjustment nut. When pushrod has
no free play between the lifter and rocker arm, STOP! Pushrod Length Checking Instructions
Link to article on compcams. When attempting to resolve an issue with the cooling system one
might start with a checklist covering these subjects: Is there a sufficient amount of coolant in
the cooling system? Is the thermostat stuck? Is the radiator clogged? Inside and out Is the
radiator sufficient for the application? Is there a fan shroud on the radiator? Is the fan close
enough to the fan shroud? If the engine is freshly built were the proper gaskets used? If the
engine is or later are there good o-rings in the sleeves inserted in the timing cover? If the
engine is pre are both plates installed behind the water pump? Is the impeller of the pump as
close as possible to the plate behind it? All Rights Reserved. Powered by Web Shop Manager.
Sign In or Create an Account. Oldsmobile Shaker. Pontiac Shaker. We work with the Summit
Racing tech department to tackle your automotive-related conundrums. The engine was built
with parts from two different s, and the timing has never been right. Do I need to get a new
distributor and damper? The distributor from the should fit the with no problem. We think your
timing troubles could be caused by one of the following:. What engine s are you looking at? Are
you getting spark to the plug? If you have the old plug wires still, you can try swapping out the
single new ignition wire to that cylinder with the old one to see if that changes anything. You
can also try swapping the plugs around to see if the problem follows the plug. When you pull
the plug is there fuel on the electrode to potentially rule-out a valve issue? Your email address
will not be published. Your Website. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Summit Racing Equipment. Author: OnAllCylinders Staff. Paul Sakalas says:
February 28, at am. Justin says: February 27, at am. OnAllCylinders Staff says: April 27, at am.
Hey David, it could be a myriad of things. Start with the easy stuff. OnAllCylinders Staff says:
April 30, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email address will not be published. A firing order
swap is one of those modifications that has become popular based on the potential of an
often-corroborated performance upgrade; however, its true value to the engine builder may be
obscured by those power promises. The topic of firing-order swap is rather narrow in the
high-performance and racing industry. First, we know that a conventional V8 engine is designed
to generate a power stroke every 90 degrees of crankshaft rotation. Firing order choices in a
degree V8 engine are driven by crankshaft design. This is the standard configuration for almost
all V8 engines with a cross-plane crankshaft. The 1 and 4 pins are degrees apart, and the 2 and
3 pins are degrees apart. Some race teams have experimented with swapping the position of the

2 and 3 pins, which would generate different firing order possibilities, but no significant
advantage was ever discovered. Below is the Ford flat-plane or degree crankshaft found in the
GT engine. Flat-plane cranks are also available with an up-down-down-up profile for the pins.
Again, each change generates different firing order possibilities. Most V8 engines have a
cross-plane crankshaft, which phases the connecting rod pins at degree intervals. This
compares to a flat-plane crankshaft where the pins are phased at degrees. Based on an engine
configuration of a degree V8 block spinning a cross-plane crankshaft, there are only eight
possible firing-order combinations. Actually, there are 16 because GM and Chrysler engines are
left-bank forward and the automakers number their cylinders differently than Ford, which is
right-bank forward. With a little math and comparison mapping, we can find the common ground
for the eight firing orders see chart below available to the manufacturers. The chart shows the
eight possible firing orders for a GM V8 engine, with the exception of a Cadillac
Northstarâ€”which is right-bank forward for packaging reasons and has a different firing order.
The firing order with the asterisk is the one used most often when attempting a bank-to-bank
configuration. Four of these possible combinations are generally thought to be ineffective in
performance applications, as they fire four cylinders in various sequence orders on one bank
before the four cylinders on the opposing bank are fired. Such a bank-to-bank combustion
cycles would create considerable engine shake and therefore is rarely used by engine builders.
Ford V8 engines typically are right-bank forward and number the cylinders sequentially down
the right side and then the left. Most GM engines are left-bank forward and number their
cylinders by alternating from bank to bank, going front to rear. The firing order is manipulated
by first changing the camshaft, then wiring the spark plugs or recalibrating the ECU
accordingly. In the lower left closeup, note how the 1 cylinders match with both cams but the 2
has different lobe orientation. The same is true in the rear of the cams where the 7 lobes have
different orientation while 8 is the same. The other four possible combinations alternate
individual cylinder firings between the banks except when adjacent cylinders fire. As you can
see from the chart, three firing orders are used today by automakers and custom engine
builders, and one has yet to earn favor with the industry. For a diesel, of course, you change the
cam and reconfigure the fuel delivery pattern. Once familiar with the three different firing orders,
as well as the cylinder numbering system for different applications, engine builders can analyze
the pros and cons of each. That mindset played a huge role in bringing Competition Cams up
from a tiny shop 40 years ago to our place in the market today. Steve Schmidt , who once
supplied engines to eight of 16 qualifiers in a Pro Stock race, was one of the first engine
builders to adopt the concept. Did Ford know best? But for GM racers, the swap continued to
gain followers in Pro Stock and other racing classes. Some had noticeable power gains, while
others observed no difference. Through continued testing and analysis, however, the logic
behind the swap slowly revealed benefits of heat management and torsional load control in
addition to helping with the induction tuning. Flat-plane Option Since firing orders depend on
crankshaft design, no story would be complete without mentioning the flat-plane option. With a
flat-plane crankshaft, there is even firing between the banks, so the induction and exhaust
systems are much easier to tune for consistent results. However, there can be severe torsional
vibration issues with a flat-plane crank. Jon Kaase also installed a flat-plane crank in a ci Boss-9
big-block for an Engine Masters competition. Last minute I changed back to a degree crank. But
it sure did sound cool. Even with a flat-plane crank, there are numerous firing-order options.
Kaase says he adopted one from the Cosworth. For the record, the Cosworth 2. Cosworth
started out using with the original 3. Results will obviously depend on intake manifold design,
cam timing and header selection. Conventional wisdom says that when there is a pair of
adjacent cylinders firing in sequence, they will compete for the same air in the plenum.
Managing heat is definitely one benefit of a swap. With the standard GM order, the left rear
cylinders 5 and 7 fire consecutively. Depending on the engine bay layout and header
construction, a considerable amount of heat can get trapped in that corner. With a swap, the
adjacent-firing cylinders are moved from the left rear corner to the right front corner where
cylinders 2 and 4 will fire consecutively. Jon Kaase engine on the Comp Cams Spintron.
Godbold has seen situations, especially in critical tight-lash applications, where the heat
buildup in the back of the engine consistently leads to some type of mechanical failure, even in
short-term runs on a dragstrip. Calming down the crankshaft. The final benefit for a swap is
addressing torsional vibration issues with the crankshaft and main bearings. Which has more
inertia? The whip on the front of the crank can change timing of the piston, so the valve timing
may need to be tweaked. One engineer was quoted as saying the reduced vibrations were
necessary to ensure an accurate reluctor-wheel reading, and computer modeling indicated that
provided the needed stability. By the way, the LS firing order is the same as the Ford W and 5.
NASCAR wisdom helped lead Duttweiler to finalize a firing order for his stable of high-boost

small-blocks that run over mph at Bonneville. He had tried all three firing orders, but finally had
to pick one because it was time consuming to re-pin the wiring harness following every engine
swap. While reading a tech article on the development of the Ford FR9 he learned that Cup
teams have tried every possible crank design and firing order. NASCAR teams tested numerous
crankshaft and firing order combinations in developing their current platforms, and all have
settled on the traditional GM firing order. I think a guy could dig himself a pretty deep hole
playing around with that. Our solutions, sometimes, are just plenty of fuel and plenty of water
flow. In some situations, changing the firing order can set the engine performance back.
Changing to another order will likely void any benefits built into the design. Note that the 5 and
7 exhaust header tubes flow into separate Y collectors to keep the adjacent pulses from
competing for space with each other. If the engine gets a swap cam, then 3 and 7 fire
consecutively and go into the same collector and 2 and 4 fire consecutively and flow into the
same collector. Therefore, a swap changes the exhaust dynamics on both sides of the engine.
Following extensive testing by NASCAR teams and the automakers, there appears to be some
harmony in the industry as to the pros and cons of the three different firing orders. The stock
GM order has its inherent drawbacks, but the swap simply moves some of the problems to the
front of the engineâ€”which may result in smoother, cooler operationâ€”while helping induction
dynamics slightly in certain applications. Even competition diesel engines are experimenting
with firing orders. The stock Duramax firing order is , but Jeremy Wagler switched to when he
built this ci supercharged, twin-turbo V8 that is cooled with nitrous oxide and water-methanol.
We will safeguard your e-mail and only send content you request. We promise not to use your
email address for anything but exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us
Sponsors Advertising. Custom camshafts are required for firing-order swaps. Article Sources.
Latest News. More Stories. Horsepower delivered to your inbox. Subscribe Now. We'll send you
raw engine tech articles, news, features, and videos every week from EngineLabs. We think you
might like EngineLabs Thank you for your subscription. No thanks. Late Model LS Vehicles.
Drag Racing. Pontiac Rocker Arm Adjustment. Whether you have decided to stay with the stock
type stamped rocker arms or Competition Cams Magnum Rollers Rockers as pictured here, or
something far more exotic, you will need to adjust valve lash. Torquing the adjusting nut per the
old Chilton's to ft pounds won't work on any heads that have been milled. This is especially true
with the high lift cams of today. The valve train needs to be adjustable. Some form of lock nut
must be used. I prefer Mr. Gasket's poly lock nuts. In the past, I've adjusted hydraulic lifters with
the engine running, backing off the nut until the rocker clattered, and then turning the nut
slowly until the noise dissipated. That process sure works but is just too messy for me. No
matter how hard I tried, oil got past the restrictor clips, and my fabricated valve cover oil
catchers--oil went everywhere. Nobody should endure that nonsense. I 've found that adjusting
valve lash can really be performed while the engine is cold. The adjustment, when done
accurately will preclude further adjustment with the engine running. An important point to
remember in adjusting valve lash is that the adjustment must be performed while the lifter is
sitting on the base circle of the cam lobe you will adjust. Below is the technique I use. The
sequence works on all V8's with the Pontiac firing order Firing Order The firing order on all
Pontiac motors is The best place to start the adjustment process is to begin with the 1 cylinder.
Whether you are building a new motor, swapping in a cam, or adding other upper valve train
components, start with the 1 cylinder. Silly as this may seem to some, the 1 cylinder is on the
driver's side cylinder bank. The driver's side has the odd number cylinders: The passenger side
has the even numbered cylinders: There will be a test on this later. This sounds really basic, but
you must accurately identify each valve. If you must, use a small piece of masking tape and
stick it on the head with each corresponding valve identified. For example, 1X and 1I. Believe
me, doing this will save some time. Preparation makes things go smoothly. Besides, who like to
do things over. You won't do the wrong valve doing it this way. You must locate top dead center
TDC of 1 cylinder. I prefer turning the crank by hand because I know exactly where TDC is on
my motor. Remove all the plugs if you haven't already done so; it makes life easier on you or
your starter. Locate TDC on 1 by locating the '0' on the timing tab with the harmonic balancer
line. You can determine whether it's really the 1 cylinder a couple of ways. One way is too look
at the hydraulic lifters. If the hydraulic lifters are down and level you're on 1 TDC. Another way
is the old "thumb in the dike" method. Place your thumb in the number one spark plug hole
while the engine is being turned by the starter. When TDC is near, your finger will be pushed out
by the compression. I know this is basic stuff. When that happens, align the harmonic balancer
that fraction or so to get TDC. Remember, the lifters must be on the base circle of the cam lobe
for the adjustment to work. Adjustment Begins With the engine at TDC on 1 cylinder you can
properly adjust the following valves after lubricating the rocker ball, valve stem, and pushrod
contact point:. The Adjustment Procedure Remove all of the slack out of the pushrod and rocker

arm by slowly tightening the adjusting nut. You must use your sense of touch here. Lightly turn
the rod with your fingers while tightening the nut. As you do so, you will begin to feel
resistance. When the resistance reaches a point where it requires more grip torque to turn the
rod, stop! At this point you have removed all of the play out of the pushrod and are at "zero
lash. Be sure the adjusting nut does not move. Hold it stationary with a wrench while you use
the allen wrench to tighten the set screw. Thereafter, for added insurance, add a tad more turn
to the poly lock nut This will set the screw tightly against the stud so it won't back off. Do all
intakes valves first and then proceed with the exhaust valves Since you are using "feel" take
your time. Run through each valve twice, if you must, before proceeding to the next group of
valves. Use the same technique for locating TDC on 1. Adjustment Resumes With the engine at
TDC on 6 cylinder you can adjust the following valves after lubricating the rocker ball, valve
stem, and pushrod contact point:. Adjustment Procedure Reiterated Remove all of the slack out
of the pushrod and rocker arms by slowly tightening the adjusting nut. When the resistance
makes it difficult for you to turn the rod without more grip torque , stop! At this point you have
removed all of the play out of the pushrod. You're now at "zero lash. If you are using poly lock
nuts, tighten the set screw against the rocker arm stud. Do intake valves first then proceed with
the exhaust valves Run through each valve twice to be certain everything looks and "feels" right
to you. Final Step Re-lubricate the rocker assembly before installing the valve covers. If you've
taken your time to be accurate no further adjustment is necessary. Back to Torque Power
featured engines and cars. Comments or ideas--email me at bboyle boyleworks. This site
created, maintained, and hosted on Apple Macs. All rights reserved. Pontiac Rocker Arm
Adjustment Whether you have decided to stay with the stock type stamped rocker arms or
Competition Cams Magnum Rollers Rockers as pictured here, or something far more exotic, you
will need to adjust valve lash. The sequence works on all V8's with the Pontiac firing order-Firing Order The firing order on all Pontiac motors is Six cylinder. I'm trying to fix my son's car
and need help. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need anything else to
get the problem fixed. My husband has changed the plug's and wire's and now the car will not
run on all cylinder's, and so now he think's it may be the distributer. Please help? Was this
answer helpful? Hope this is what you need. Odd numbered cylinders on driver side. Need the
diagram for this. Please help! Do you. Here is the engine spark plug firing order. Image Click to
enlarge. Was this answer. I need the firing order that's on the distributer for a LT1 5. Firing order
is You should have opti spark distributor so if you are hooking up the plugs on the passengers
side from top to bottom will be and the drivers side from top to bottom Please indicate
passenger side or drivers, and engine side for plugs exp drivers side. Diagram below. Hi there,
Firing order as per pic. Mark mhpautos Was this answer. What, s the fireing order for a pontiac
cu Was this answer. The firing order for that is it starts at about O'clock on the dist cap. Or if the
distributor hasn't been taken out of the engine, bring it up to 1 and see where it is on the cap. It
goes clockwise. Please login or register to post a reply. Poniac Firebird Spark Plugs?
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Also, wonderful competitions that occur
regularly. Please register for an absolutely free account to join in! Hi guys looking for a diagram
for my 69 Bonneville firing order. I can't seem to get to kick over so hoping that is the problem
or may have to try to get tdc again. Which is another question. I used the tabs and rotated until
my mark is at 0. Will that change now that I went to HEI and should use the number one and not
worry about what it says on the tab TerryH 19 posts. JUSTA6 7 posts. Last Indian 2 posts.
Thanks I thought it was different because all I found was everything but for the Then found out
they are all the same even the Chevy's. Found my TDC and hope this will work if not told I am
most likely off I checked everything am at TDC and timing tab is at 0 and tried to fire it up and
getting backfire though the exhaust could I be off and need to point the mjy rotor towards
number 8 and not 1?? If you want to be absolutely sure, pull the left side valve cover drivers
side. Rotate the engine around till 1 intake valve compresses and comes back up. Watch the
timing mark as that occurs. Stop when the timing mark reaches timing tab area, anywhere, your
ready to fire 1. Point the rotor at 1. Make sure it's at 1 otherwise you could be a tooth off. I used
a whislte and when it at the highest pitch looked and my timing mark was between 0 and 2 rotor
pointing at 1. Now I am wondering since I bought those spark plug wires you make yourself if
maybe a couple aren't so good and won't fire or make it back fire. It did back fire a little but then
again I seen fuel shoot though the carb which i was told is a sign it's off Are you sure you have
the firing order in the correct direction? Pontiac fires reverse direction from Chevy. Justa
checking. It will backfire or no power if it starts with the order reversed. Good luck. OOPPS one
more question I just dropped back down and turned the whole thing but kept the rotor at 1 or
am I just chasing my tail by doing that. And I can maybe another problem as the vacuum
advance is now to the passenger side it really close to a raditor hose which might be problem
when timing. Thats Why I was thinking only the rotor and shaft are at They say if it's out will do

the same and that is what it has done a slight backfire to nothing but maybe fuel spitting out the
carb.. But that diagram is the only they show on the net for all Pontiac's. Go past 1 as it will
rotate back when dist is fully seated. Mark 1 on dist housing then move rotor to 1. Make sure
timing mark is on pointer 1st. Might have to do this again if you try N start and it does the same.
Pull the cap and if rotor is off, Justa move the rotor back to 1. Should be good to go. Remember
one more thing - Pontiac distributors rotate counter-clockwise!!!!! More than one person I know
has forgotten that little detail. Do I want to put the dist vacuum advance back to the driver side?
I am TDC with rotor facing my 1 plug and flowered the wiring diagram. Most of the guys at work
which have the sbc chevy's said they never had the advance on the driver's side that is why the
thinking was it was out With that said I made up the wires could I have broken some of the
carbon wiring while clamping them and that won't let me fire it up? Vac advance usually goes to
the drivers side, vacume connect should then be pointing towards the carb. Not the firewall
Actually you can make any spot 1 that the rotor is pointing at, then follow the firing order. Put a
socket on the crank bolt and rotate engine. If it backfires, bump the engine til timing mark is at
pointer again, check rotor location. If not pointed at Humm think that is the problem had the
vacuum advance towards the fire wall will have to adjust diet to give me more room that said if it
is to far towards firewall will it act the same not wanting to start. Your lining up the timing marks
1st, right? My has 2 marks. If so try the other. The vacume advance mod should be pointing
directly at the driver side valve cover. If your on the timing mark, the rotor is facing 1 and it
backfires or sputters, then line up the timing marks again. Should fire. Are you using a stock
Pontiac HEI or aftermarket? Are you getting spark? Pull a plug wire and check while turning
over. Yes lined it up first but actually when I used the whistle at the loudest for tdc it was at the
lower end of 0 on the tab never knew it might have two will look in the morning ok away from 1
should take me to 8 had the advance pointing around the fender to firewall so that would
explain a lot. The other items such as which way is the vacuum diaphragm pointing, and which
specific terminal you have 1 wire connected to do not matter at all as far as the engine being
able to start and run. But as long as you have those first 3 items right, the engine should run.
Remove all the spark plugs and stick a rag or paper towel or something over 1 spark plug hole
then crank it over with the starter. When the rag gets blown off, that's TDC compression. Do the
same thing, only stick your thumb over the hole and have a buddy crank the engine over. You'll
be able to tell when you're at TDC compression. Once you're sure you're at TDC compression
on 1, look to see which cap terminal the rotor is pointing at and connect 1 wire to that one. Wire
the rest in firing order sequence, working counter-clockwise. Pretty I have TDC a few yrs ago I
bought this whistle that screws into 1 plug and when you hear the loud noise you should be
there and thats what I did. And my timing mark is between 0 and 1 and figure that should get me
close and set my dist down with rotor pointing at the 1 plug. The only thing I did before I think
was having the vacuum advance more towards the first wall then towards the carb. And went by
the diagram on the web with 1 plug at around 1 o'clock and going in counter clock wise I haven't
tried it yet just getting ready to.. Well after I work up went out to try and fire it up and nothing.
With the advance all the way towards the block actually just about hitting it started to pop a little
from the exhaust. As I slowly moved towards the firewall got nothing but could smell gas. Had
TDC and pointed the rotor towards 1 and the timing mark just about at 0. My number plug is at
around 1 o'clock as the diagram shows. Have the firing order going counter clock wise. The
only thing left to try is that it is off there doesn't seem to be anything else I can do. Sorry bro
That would be the way to go if you have to return it and go back to your original dist. Sometimes
you can not reley on the TDC Mark on the balancer.. Especially If it's old.. Over a period of time
the outer ring of the damper tends to move around as the rubber deteriorates.. Pull the engine
thru manually.. Will Spin real easy if you pull all the plugs out of it.. Watch the rockers on the
1cylinder when the exhaust valve closes.. Stop right there stick an old pushrod or something
into the spark plug hole when you make contact with the top of the piston.. Keep rotating when
you feel the piston coming back up both the valves should be closed.. Look at the timing Mark
on the damper see where it lines up with the timing tab and Mark it for future reference.. Drop
the dist. In with the rotor button pointing towards Engine should start and run Hope this helps..
Hi was thinking about that when I had a 57 Chevy a friend found TDC and never looked at the
timing mark hexsaud the same thing the age and wear he said find it drop the dist at 1 and go
from there think I have been making myself crazy try to get tdc marks and throwing it out of
wack so in the morning will get it and not look at the timing marks. Forgot to say the vacume is
around 5 O'clock position so will have to change that but will tight unless the whole unit is
moved from passenger side to drivers but was told not to do that. You can put the vacuum
advance diaphram any postion that you want wherever has the most clearance You need to be a
member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy!
Already have an account? Sign in here. By Ringo64 , February 2 in News and Information. By

Ringo64 , December 1, in News and Information. By Ringo64 , May 6, in News and Information.
We have placed cookies on your device to help make this website better. You can adjust your
cookie settings , otherwise we'll assume you're okay to continue. Sign in with Google. Sign in
with Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2. Recommended Posts. TerryH 4
Posted August 26, Posted August 26, Thanks Terry. Link to post Share on other sites.
Advertisement Become a Sponsor. Replies 34 Created 3 yr Last Reply 3 yr. Top Posters In This
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Posted August 27, Last Indian 1, Posted August 27, Posted August 28, TerryH 4 Posted August
28, Thats Why I was thinking only the rotor and shaft are at They say if it's out will do the same
and that is what it has done a slight backfire to nothing but maybe fuel spitting out the carb..
Posted August 28, edited. Frosty 2, Posted August 28, Edited August 28, by Frosty. Posted
August 29, TerryH 4 Posted August 29, Posted August 31, I know it seems hard, but it's not.
That's it. A couple of easy ways to identify TDC compression stroke: Remove all the spark plugs
and stick a rag or paper towel or something over 1 spark plug hole then crank it over with the
starter. You can do this. TerryH 4 Posted August 31, Posted September 1, edited. TerryH 4
Posted September 1, Posted September 1, Create an account or sign in to comment You need to
be a member in order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account in our
community. Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now. Followers
0. Go to topic listing. Did you know? Sign In Sign Up. Important Information We have placed
cookies on your device to help make this website better. I accept. It generally includes a coil
that saturates and stores energy and a distributor that routes spark to each cylinder at the
appropriate point in the crankshaft rotation. Pontiac used a few different systems that all
performed satisfactorily for production engines. While they still perform suitably, there are
aftermarket offerings that may be better suited for modern high performance engines. The
distributor routes electrical voltage to the spark plugs at the appropriate crankshaft angle for
optimal performance. Pontiac used a few different distributors in its production engines and a
wide array is available on the aftermarket. Maximum possible engine torque occurs when
cylinder pressure peaks at a crankshaft angle of 10 to 12 degrees after top dead center ATDC.
That allows the pressure to expend the greatest portion of its energy over the entire length of
the crankshaft stroke. Since it takes a fixed amount of time for the flame front to spread across
the combustion chamber, ignition must be initiated at a crankshaft angle before top dead center
BTDC to achieve maximum cylinder pressure ATDC. Initial timing is the base spark setting
without any vacuum advance. As piston speed increases, spark timing must occur earlier in the
rotation cycle and a mechanical assembly within the distributor increases spark timing. Total
maximum spark lead in a naturally aspirated Pontiac V-8 is generally between 30 and 40
degrees, and that can vary with combustion chamber type, compression ratio, and fuel octane.
As engine speed increases, spark must occur earlier to provide optimal performance. A
distributor contains an internal mechanism that uses centrifugal force to advance spark timing.
A vacuum advance canister senses engine load and adds timing in certain operating conditions
to improve engine efficiency. I strongly believe every street engine can benefit from at least a
slight amount of vacuum advance. Ignition must occur at an earlier crankshaft angle for
combustion to consume as much fuel and air as possible, while maintaining the greatest
cylinder pressure at the same ATDC crankshaft angle. A small canister that uses engine
vacuum level to sense engine load provides additional spark lead in conditions where it can
benefit the engine most. The vacuum-advance canister increases spark lead by 10 to 20 degrees
in light-load conditions, but it immediately relaxes as soon as engine load increases and
vacuum level drops. Vacuum advance makes the engine more efficient at idle and light part
throttle, and that can reduce operating temperature and improve economy. There are no
negatives associated with vacuum advance and it can benefit most engines. A conventional
ignition system uses a set of contact points that open and close to saturate the coil and create
the arcing that crosses the plug gap to ignite the mixture. The system saturates the coil while
the points are closed. Dwell has a direct effect on engine performance. A setting between 28
and 32 degrees generally provides the greatest engine performance. As the points set wears
during normal use, dwell must be periodically checked and adjusted as necessary. Within the
distributor of a conventional ignition system is a contact point set that opens and closes
thousands of times each minute. The coil is saturated while the points are closed and the spark
plug arcs as the points open. The HEI system is very reliable and hundreds of thousands of
them were installed into Pontiac V-8s over the years. The newest units are more than 30 years
old and can be a bit cruddy from years of use. This unit functioned perfectly after a thorough
cleanup and proper lubrication. A resistor wire reduces normal operating voltage of a
conventional ignition system from 12 to around 9, depending upon the application. A full 12
volts is more than the points set can handle over extended periods. Operating on less voltage

reduces the amount of available voltage at the spark plug and that can make it difficult to
effectively ignite the mixture in a low compression engine, particularly with a lean mixture. Many
electronic conversion kits are available. Since the s, Pontiac has used various ignition systems
that were electronically triggered. Its Transistorized Ignition was eventually replaced by the
Unitized Ignition System in the early s. The mechanical contact point set in either system was
replaced by an electronic pickup assembly that controlled spark fi ring using magnetic pulses,
eliminating the need for routine maintenance associated with contact points. The Unitized
system was self-contained and required only a single volt power lead for normal operation.
Long-term reliability was its weakness, but when operating as intended it was quite effective.
General Motors introduced its high energy ignition HEI system in and Pontiac used it on a
number of its V-8s beginning in the middle of the model year. The HEI system was similar to the
Unitized system in that it used an electronic control module and pickup coil assembly to
saturate the internal coil and trigger plug fi ring. Coil output was much improved and its
large-diameter cap prevented cross arcing. It proved to be a very reliable ignition system and
Pontiac used it on all its V-8s from forward. It can make an excellent unit, with proper
preparation. A number of companies produce new versions of the original HEI that look and
function identically. The quality can vary from excellent to very poor, and the price is generally
an indicator of that. I strongly suggest avoiding budget offerings. I have witnessed significant
quality issues and would never use one on my own engine. MSD has been producing external
ignition control boxes for several years. It fi res the spark plugs in each cylinder multiple times
per crankshaft revolution at low to moderate engine speeds, and one very intense spark at
speeds above that. The digital processor provides constant and reliable operation at all engine
speeds for extended periods. A separate box that offers many of the same options, but digitally
retards spark timing is also available. I have found that all available functions perform as
intended. A unit like this from Pertronix offers top-quality construction and internal electronics.
The aftermarket unit fits and functions just like an original, and it even accepts the factory
wiring. You might find yourself time and money ahead purchasing such an example as opposed
to hunting for a used original in excellent condition. MSD offers a few different ignition control
boxes that use a digital processor to accurately and reliably fire the spark plugs multiple times
at low to moderate engine speeds. That improves idle quality and low-speed street manners,
particularly in applications where a radical camshaft dilutes the incoming mixture with residual
exhaust gas. The 6AL box contains an adjustable rev limiter to prevent engine damage from
operating past its redline. Pertronix offers a stand-alone small-body electronic ignition system
that simply requires a volt power source and canister type coil for normal operation. A unit like
this may be the answer. The main shaft is larger than stock and floats on sealed roller bearings,
and the internal electronics are of the highest quality. It requires a separate coil and ignition
control box for normal operation. It comes with various springs and limiting bushings that allow
for easy advance adjustments. MSD now includes a vented cap to and a special coating on
certain internals to reduce such issues. A vacuum advance canister makes it an excellent
choice for street applications. MSD recently added a fully adjustable internal rev limiter. The
internal electronics are quite reliable and the advance mechanism is fully adjustable and
includes the appropriate components to provide peak performance in your particular
application. In addition to its popular ignition control boxes, MSD offers two popular
distributors. Its Pro-Billet model features billet-aluminum construction and a hardened main
shaft that rides on ball bearings. Its centrifugal advance mechanism is fully adjustable and can
be locked for use in race applications with or without a crank trigger, or when a digital-retard
box is used. It does, however, require the use of an MSD box and canister coil. MSD offers a
Pro-Billetâ€”style Ready- To-Run distributor that contains all the same design features as the
original, but has an internal module that offers standalone operation and includes a vacuum
advance canister, which can improve its effectiveness for street-driven applications. It uses an
aluminum wheel affixed to the harmonic damper to sense magnetic pulses that trigger ignition
firing. MSD offers an excellent crank trigger assembly, which uses high-quality electronics and
a CNC-machined bracket for maximum stability and control. When using a crank trigger of any
type, the distributor advance mechanism must be locked out and all timing adjustments made
on the aluminum trigger wheel. The wheel contains small magnets that an electronic sensor
detects, telling the ignition control box when to fire the spark plug. The crank trigger kit offered
by MSD is top quality and is one I recommend. Max-performance race engines require a
powerful and extremely reliable heavyduty ignition system. To provide maximum consistency, a
magneto produces its own power. That eliminates the need to rely on an external power source,
such as a battery or alternator, during normal operation. MSD produces several high-quality
magnetos ideal for competition engines. I have been us
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ing Taylor spark plug wires in my Pontiacs for many years with excellent results. The wires are
very pliable and the sockets solidly snap onto the distributor cap and spark plug terminals.
Spark plugs live in a harsh environment. Spark plugs are produced by a number of companies,
but I have found those from NGK to be among the best. Spark plug wires transfer voltage from
the distributor cap to the spark plug. Any voltage leak within the wire can cause the spark to
jump before it reaches the plug, causing a misfire. The stock pointstype system used 7-mm
wires while the HEI system used those measuring 8 mm. I regularly use top-quality 8-mm spark
plugs wires on my Pontiacs and have had excellent results with spiral core wires from MSD and
Taylor. Taylor and MSD offer universal wire kits that must be trimmed as well as custom-fit units
for Pontiac applications. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full book. Click the button
below and we will send you an exclusive deal on this book.

